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We describe the quasistatic and dynamic response of helical carbon nanotube (HCNT) foams in

compression. Similarly to other CNT foams, HCNT foams exhibit preconditioning effects in response to

cyclic loading; however, their fundamental deformation mechanisms are unique. In quasistatic

compression, HCNT foams exhibit strain localization and collective structural buckling, nucleating at

different weak sections throughout their thickness. In dynamic compression, they undergo progressive

crushing, governed by the intrinsic density gradient along the thickness of the sample. HCNT micro-

bundles often undergo brittle fracture that originates from nanoscale defects. Regardless of this

microstructural damage, bulk HCNT foams exhibit super-compressibility and recover more than 90% of

large compressive strains (up to 80%). When subjected to striker impacts, HCNT foams mitigate impact

stresses more effectively compared to other CNT foams comprised of non-helical CNTs (�50%

improvement). The unique mechanical properties we revealed demonstrate that the HCNT foams are

ideally suited for applications in packaging, impact protection, and vibration mitigation.
Introduction

Helical carbon nanotubes (HCNTs) have previously been
synthesized in several forms, including individual bers,1 self-
assembled ropes,2 or in macroscopic arrays.3,4 Small-scale
HCNT bers have been synthesized for a variety of potential
applications such as nano-electronics and nano-mechanical
systems,5 self-sensing mechanical resonators,6 reinforcement
in epoxy based composites,7,8 and energy applications including
fuel cells, hydrogen storage and super-capacitors.9,10 Macro-
scopic arrays of HCNTs have been suggested for applications
such as at panel eld emission displays,11 electromagnetic
shielding,12 and energy dissipative cushioning and packaging.13

However, unlike non-helical vertically aligned carbon nanotube
(VACNT) arrays,14,15 studies on the mechanical response of bulk
HCNT foams are sparse in the literature,7,8,13,16 and their
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fundamental deformation mechanisms at different loading
rates are not yet fully characterized.

Bulk HCNT foams derive their unique mechanical properties
from their hierarchically organized microstructure, character-
ized by aligned and entangled helical coils of multi-walled CNTs
(Fig. 1(a) and (b)). Their mechanical properties are governed by
Fig. 1 HCNT foams and structural characteristics: (a) a SEM image of
vertically aligned bundles of entangled HCNTs, (b) a TEM image of a
representative, individual HCNT, (c) measured mass density gradient
along the height of the HCNT foam sample, and (d) measured align-
ment of the HCNTs within the foam, along the height of the sample.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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the unique behavior of individual nanocoils as well as the
collective response of the interacting and entangled neighbors.
The carbon nano-coils act like elastic springs, with their
deformation behavior governed by geometric nonlinearity.17

The spring constant, k of a helical coil is proportional to the
quartic power of the diameter, d of the coiled wire (CNT
diameter) (k f d4), and inversely proportional to the cubic
power of the radius, R of the coil (k f 1/R3).17 Such geometric
nonlinearity in the deformation of the individual nano-coils
leads to an interesting collective mechanical response in the
HCNT foams. For example, the contact interaction of a spher-
ical indenter with HCNT foams is highly nonlinear and non-
Hertzian, and different from the contact interaction of a
spherical indenter with VACNT foams.13 This highly nonlinear
collective response is attributed primarily to the unusual
entanglement between neighboring coils and to the collective
bending behavior of the coil tips when impacted by a spherical
indenter.18 The HCNT foams have been shown to mitigate low
velocity (0.2 ms�1) impact forces efficiently and fully recover
deformation of the order �5 mm (5% strain).13 However, their
fundamental deformation mechanisms at large strains and at
different strain-rates have not been studied yet.

In this article, we present a comprehensive study of the
mechanical response of HCNT foams in both quasistatic and
dynamic loading regimes with structural characterizations. We
performed structural characterization using synchrotron X-ray
scattering and mass attenuation, and correlated the structural
characteristics to the observed fundamental deformation
mechanisms under compressive loading. We used in situ high-
speed microscopy, and ex situ scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to identify
the deformation mechanisms that govern the bulk mechanical
behavior.

Results and discussions
Morphology and structure

The HCNT foams used in this study were synthesized on Si
substrates using a chemical vapor deposition (CVD) process, as
described in the experimental methods section. SEM images of
the foam's microstructure reveal the uniformity of the coiling
and pitch of the HCNTs present in the array (Fig. 1(a)). A TEM
image showing a representative nano-coil found in our HCNT
foams can be found in Fig. 1(b). The overall thickness of the
HCNT foams studied was �1 mm and the dominant HCNT
diameter and pitch were around 25 � 5 nm and 150 nm,
respectively.

We performed small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and mass
attenuation measurements using a synchrotron light source to
nondestructively quantify the HCNT density and alignment. We
used incident photon energy of 10 keV with a beam height of
less than 300 mm at the sample in order to spatially map
structural characteristics along the vertical height of the HCNT
foams. Monitoring the drop in X-ray intensity across the sample
enabled the determination of the sample's mass density using
the Beer–Lambert law.19 The mass density was found to
decrease linearly with the height of the HCNT foam (with lowest
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
density found on the side of the foam adjacent to the substrate).
The foam's average density was 0.15 g cm�3 with a 59% varia-
tion along its height (Fig. 1(c)). The HCNT alignment was
quantied from the anisotropy of the SAXS patterns, using
Herman's orientation factor, f,20,21 where f equals 1 for perfectly
aligned CNTs and 0 for random order (no alignment). We found
that the alignment decreased from the top to the bottom of the
sample, with the bulk samples having an average alignment of
0.38 (Fig. 1(d)). Although the HCNTs are generally aligned in the
vertical direction, their coiled nature yields a projected zigzag
structure, which results in low Herman's orientation factor. The
statistical distribution of orientation angles arising from the
helical nano-coils is highlighted in the 2D SAXS patterns (see
ESI Fig. S1(b)†). Details of the synchrotron X-ray scattering
experimental methods and analysis can be found in ESI S1.†
Quasistatic response

We tested the HCNT foams under quasistatic compression
cycles, as described in the methods section. The HCNT foams
exhibit a hysteretic, nonlinear stress–strain response (Fig. 2(a))
when subjected to quasistatic compressive loading–unloading
cycles, similar to the response reported for other typical foam
materials22 as well as VACNT foams.14 The area enclosed by the
hysteresis loop represents the energy dissipated at each
compression cycle (Wdissipated in Fig. 2(b)). The HCNT foams
also have the ability to recover large compressive strains of up to
80%. When a HCNT foam is compressed multiple times, the
loading path differs from cycle to cycle, a characteristic behavior
found in materials with preconditioning effects (Fig. 2(a)). The
preconditioning is pronounced in the rst three loading–
unloading cycles, but the mechanical response stabilizes aer
the third cycle. A similar preconditioning effect was also
reported in VACNT foams and was attributed to microstructural
rearrangements of the CNTs during the loading–unloading
cycles.14,23 In the case of HCNT foams, in addition to the
microstructural rearrangements, we also observed permanent
microstructural damage and brittle fracture of HCNT bundles
in the deformed region (Fig. 2(d)). The unloading modulus, the
hysteretic energy dissipation (Fig. 2(b)), and the peak stress (ESI
Fig. S2†) also decrease rapidly within the rst three cycles and
remain nearly constant for the later cycles, implying that the
mechanical properties of HCNT foams are loading-history
dependent. The compressive strength (peak stress at 80%
strain) of the HCNT foams (22.2 � 1.4 MPa) and the hysteretic
energy dissipation (3.38 � 0.32 MJ m�3) are comparable to that
of the VACNT foams with similar densities.24

When an HCNT foam that was subjected to repeated cyclic
loading at a moderate strain was compressed beyond the
previous maximum strain (30%), the loading path changed
from the preconditioned path to the pristine sample's loading
path (Fig. 2(c)). This change from preconditioned to pristine
response suggests that the strain in the sample is localized and
the deformation is not uniform. These regions of strain locali-
zation (occurring during the rst cycle) are also identiable in
the consecutive cycles (second and later cycles), as indicated on
Fig. 2(c). This kind of strain localization was also observed for
RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 29306–29311 | 29307
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Fig. 2 (a) Stress–strain response of an HCNT foam subjected to five quasistatic compression cycles. (b) Variation of unloading modulus and the
hysteretic energy dissipation as a function of the number of loading cycles; error bars represent the standard deviation of three samples
measured. (c) Strain localization and loading history dependent response of an HCNT foam. C1–C5, C6–C10 and C11–C15 correspond to
compression cycles with 0.3, 0.5, and 0.8 maximum strains, respectively. (d and e) SEM images showing microstructural deformation mecha-
nisms under compression: (d) collective structural buckling of the HCNTs exhibiting brittleness in the response, (e) snap region of a bundle
showing that the deformation extends to several pitches of the individual HCNTs, which changes their pristine configuration. (f) TEM images
taken at turning points of pristine individual HCNTs revealing defective/broken walls.
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VACNT foams, where the vertically aligned bundles of CNTs
undergo a well-dened sequential periodic buckling that is
governed by the intrinsic density gradient within the mate-
rial.14,25–27 However, the strain localization in HCNT foams is
surprising, since previous studies suggested primarily a spring-
like bulk compressive behavior.13,17 We correlate this response
to the HCNT foam's microstructure, consisting of long entan-
gled HCNTs with length (l � 1 mm) three orders of magnitude
higher than the coil diameter (dcoil � 450 nm).12 Due to (i) the
very high aspect ratio (l/dcoil � 2000), (ii) the entanglement with
neighboring coils, and (iii) the vertical alignment of HCNT
bundles, the deformation is localized rather than the whole
HCNT foam undergoing a uniform deformation. In situ
microscopy and ex situ SEM characterization of a HCNT foam
under compression revealed that the strain initially localizes
near the substrate where the sample's density is the lowest.
Aer a critical strain of �10%, localization begins to appear in
different regions along the sample's height, without any peri-
odic sequential progression. Several consecutive structural
buckles with observable brittleness follow the initial deforma-
tion (Fig. 2(d)). An SEM image sequence showing the defor-
mation mechanisms during a quasistatic compression cycle is
provided in ESI Fig. S3.† The SEM images also reveal the pres-
ence of several permanent microstructural deformations and
HCNT bundles that underwent brittle fracturing during
loading. TEM analysis of pristine (as-grown) HCNTs show that
the pristine nano-coils inherently have numerous structural
defects: the multiwalled HCNTs have highly deformed or
defective walls as indicated by arrow in Fig. 2(f). The presence of
a large number of such nanoscale defects present in the pristine
samples may have led to the fracture of the bundles when
compressed. Despite the microstructural damages, the bulk
samples show signicant recovery upon unloading. This
29308 | RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 29306–29311
suggests that the interactions among HCNT bundles at the
mesoscale play a dominant role in the bulk response of foams,
over the nanoscale permanent damages observed in the indi-
vidual coils.

The presence of quasistatic compression-induced strain
localization, at arbitrary regions along the height of the sample,
also implies that the inuence of the intrinsic density gradient
along the thickness of the foam is less signicant compared to
the inuence of the nanoscale defects described above. A closer
look at the stress–strain response of the HCNT foams (Fig. 2(c))
shows that the transition regions from preconditioned to pris-
tine loading paths are smooth—in contrast to the sharp tran-
sitions observed in VACNT foams.27 This implies that the strain
localization in HCNT foams is not conned to a narrow region
of the foam's thickness (as in the case of the well-dened
periodic sequential buckles forming in VACNT foams),14,26 but
the deformation extends to several adjacent pitches of the
individual HCNTs. This is also evident from SEM images
obtained on a compressed sample where several adjacent
pitches of the individual helical coils are distorted by bending,
buckling and twisting (Fig. 2(e)). An SEM image sequence for a
VACNT foam sample subjected to a quasistatic loading–
unloading cycle is given in ESI Fig. S4.† Due to these drastically
different deformation mechanisms, the loading path of the
stress–strain diagram does not show any saw-tooth plateau
region with local stress rises and drops, which is a typical
characteristic of the formation of localized periodic sequential
instabilities.14,26
Dynamic response

To study the dynamic response of HCNT foams, we performed
controlled impact experiments using a at plunge striker.28 In
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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the dynamic regime, the HCNT foams exhibit a nonlinear
stress–strain response with hysteresis loop (Fig. 3(a) and (b)),
similar to the response observed in the quasistatic regime.
Fig. 3(a) shows the stress–strain response of an HCNT foam that
was impacted repeatedly at increasing velocities. The stress–
strain diagrams show the presence of preconditioning effects
and strain localization. Similar to the quasistatic response, the
preconditioned loading path returns to the pristine loading
path as soon as the previous maximum strain is exceeded. In
addition to conrming the strain localization in dynamics, this
observation suggests that the dynamic loading response is rate-
independent. We further veried the rate-independent nature
of the loading response of HCNT foams by testing different
HCNT foams at controlled impact velocities, between 1 ms�1

and 6 ms�1 (Fig. 3(b)). The stress–strain diagrams followed
similar loading paths for the samples tested at increasing
velocities (Fig. 3(b)). The dynamic unloading modulus increases
with increasing impact velocities, due to the samples reaching
higher maximum strains (and densication) with increasing
impact velocities (Fig. 3(c)). The dynamic unloading moduli
measured were nearly half of the quasistatic unloading moduli
(at 0.8 strain), suggesting that HCNT foams are more compliant
in dynamic state than quasistatic state. This dynamic effect may
Fig. 3 Impact response of the HCNT foams. (a) Response of an HCNT
foam subjected to repeated impacts at increasing velocities. (b)
Dynamic stress–strain response of different HCNT foams at increasing
impact velocities. (c) Dynamic unloading modulus with the impact
velocity. (d) Dynamic cushion factor (peak stress divided by energy
absorbed up to peak stress) with maximum strain reached on impacts.
(e) Characteristic stress–time history of an HCNT foam compared to a
VACNT foam with similar density; both samples were impacted at
similar velocities (�3 ms�1). (f) Dynamic stress–strain response of the
HCNT and VACNT foams, for comparison.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
have arisen from the faster, spring-like pushback response of
HCNT foams during striker impacts.

To show the ability of the HCNT foams to cushion dynamic
impacts, we plot the variation of dynamic cushion factor with
the maximum strain reached on impact (Fig. 3(d)). The dynamic
cushion factor is calculated by dividing the peak stress by the
energy absorbed by the sample up to the peak stress. A decrease
in peak stress and/or an increase in energy absorption reduce
the dynamic cushion factor—characteristics that are benecial
in impact-protective applications. The dynamic cushion factors
of HCNT foams are comparable to those of VACNT foams with
similar densities.15 ESI Fig. S5(a)† presents a comparison of the
dynamic cushion factor obtained in HCNT foams and VACNT
foams with comparable densities. Even though the HCNT
foams and VACNT foams exhibit similar dynamic cushion
factors, it should be noted that the VACNT foams exhibit higher
hysteretic energy dissipation (ESI Fig. S5(b)†), by reaching
higher peak stresses for a given impact velocity. HCNT foams,
however, perform better in damping the impact stress ampli-
tude in the considered range of impact velocities (ESI
Fig. S5(c)†). This improved damping is also evident from the
comparison of characteristic dynamic stress–time histories
(Fig. 3(e)), and dynamic stress–strain diagrams (Fig. 3(f)), for
HCNT foams and VACNT foams impacted at similar velocities
(2.99 � 0.07 ms�1). At this impact velocity (2.99 � 0.07 ms�1),
the HCNT foams show �53% improved impact stress damping
over the VACNT foams. The HCNT foams deform more at
moderate stress levels and the stress proles span over a longer
duration compared to VACNT foams. This demonstrates that
HCNT foams mitigate impacts more effectively by reducing the
amplitude of transmitted stresses in the considered range of
impact velocities.

The specic damping capacity—i.e., the hysteretic energy
dissipated normalized by the energy absorbed up to the peak
stress—of all the HCNT foams tested in this study is on average
�0.56� 0.07. This implies that�45% of the energy absorbed by
the HCNT foams is stored elastically and released as the striker
gains rebound velocity. VACNT foams with similar densities
stored only 28% of the absorbed energy as elastic energy and
dissipated the rest (72%) through hysteresis15 (see also ESI
Fig. S5(b)†). The higher elasticity of the HCNT foams is also
observable from their narrower hysteresis compared to the
VACNT foams. This comparison demonstrates the fundamental
role of the helically coiled microstructure of the HCNT foams as
opposed to the straight CNT structure of the VACNT foams.

We characterized the fundamental deformation mecha-
nisms during impact using in situ high-speed microscopy.28

Characteristic deformation micrographs and the corresponding
dynamic stress–strain diagram of an HCNT foam impacted at
4.43ms�1 are shown in Fig. 4 and in ESI† Video. As evident from
the image sequence, when the HCNT foam is impacted it
undergoes an initial compression without apparent deforma-
tion localization. Then, crushing initiates in the low-density
region of the sample adjacent to the substrate and progresses
as the striker compresses the foam. Aer reaching the peak
stress at maximum compression (image 4 of Fig. 4), the sample
unloads rapidly by pushing the striker back and eventually
RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 29306–29311 | 29309
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Fig. 4 Stress–strain response and deformation micrographs of an HCNT foam impacted by a striker at 4.43 ms�1. In the dynamic stress-strain
diagram (left figure) the circled numbers identify snapshots (shown on the right) selected from the high-speed microscopic image sequence.
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detaches from the force sensor. This deformation mechanism
in dynamic loading is signicantly different from the previously
described quasistatic deformation mechanisms of HCNT
foams: the intrinsic density gradient governs the progressive
deformation in the dynamic state whereas, in the quasistatic
compression state, the presence of nanoscale defects dominates
the strain localization at arbitrary weak locations. At high
impact velocities, the edges of the samples underwent brittle
fracture (image 5 of Fig. 4) and a plume of fractured debris
could be seen ying off the sample on the high-speed video,
when the sample detaches from the force sensor [ESI† Video].
Despite the presence of these microscale fractures, the HCNT
foam shown in Fig. 4 recovered 90% of its bulk compressive
strain upon unloading. All HCNT foams tested in impact
showed a signicant bulk recovery, on average 91.5 � 6.3%.
Conclusions

We studied the mechanical response of HCNT foams subjected
to quasistatic and dynamic loadings and identied their
fundamental deformation responses. In the quasistatic regime,
HCNT foams present strain localizations and structural buckles
occurring at arbitrary, weak sections through the sample
thickness. Micro-scale brittle fracture of HCNT bundles is also
commonly observed, although in bulk, all samples recover most
of their deformation. We supported the mechanical tests with
SEM/TEM analysis and identied the microstructure contribu-
tion to the observed deformation mechanisms and the bulk
recovery of the sample. In the dynamic regime, the HCNT foams
follow different deformation mechanisms, characterized by the
progressive crushing. We correlate this progressive crushing to
the intrinsic density gradient that we quantitatively measured
using synchrotron X-ray scattering and mass attenuation. We
compared the response of HCNT foams to VACNT foams and
identied signicantly different rate-dependent micro-scale
deformation mechanisms. HCNT foams also exhibit better
impact absorption characteristics compared to VACNT foams in
the considered range of impact velocities. These observations
suggest that the HCNT foams can serve as excellent candidates
29310 | RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 29306–29311
in developing advanced protective materials for energy dissi-
pation and impact absorption.

Experimental methods
Synthesis of HCNT foams

HCNT foams were synthesized using a two-stage thermal
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) process. The two stages in our
CVD reactor – the preheater and the furnace – were maintained
at 200 and 700 �C, respectively. The silicon wafers (3 cm� 3 cm)
were then placed in a CVD chamber and heated from room
temperature to reaction temperature in the presence of an
argon (Ar) ow rate of 500 sccm (cubic centimeter per minute at
standard temperature and pressure) and H2 ow rate of 100
sccm. The rate of temperature increase was 15 �C min�1 during
heating. Ferrocene and xylene were used as the catalyst
precursor and carbon source, respectively. The In and Sn
sources (indium isopropoxide and tin isopropoxide) were dis-
solved in a xylene–ferrocene mixture where the ratio of
C : Fe : In : Sn was maintained at 99.16 : 0.36 : 0.1 : 0.38, which
was then continuously injected into the quartz tube CVD reactor
using syringe pump at injection rate of 1.5 ml h�1 aer reaching
the desired temperature. Simultaneously, acetylene along with
Ar carrier gas was passed into the CVD reactor at atmospheric
pressure with ow rates 50 sccm and 500 sccm, respectively.
Subsequently, aer ca. 1 hour of reaction time, the syringe
pump and acetylene injection were shut off and the CVD reactor
was allowed to cool to room temperature under owing Ar
atmosphere. The HCNTs were grown on silicon wafer substrates
that were placed inside the furnace tube prior to the synthesis
run. The resultant HCNT foams were �1 mm in height.

Mechanical characterizations

The quasistatic compression tests were performed on an Instron
ElectroPulse E3000 testing system. All the quasistatic experi-
ments were performed at 0.01 s�1 strain rate. The dynamic
experiments were performed on an impact testing setup devel-
oped in our laboratory.28 The experimental setup delivers at
plunge striker impacts on the test specimens at controlled
velocities. Geometric moiré transducer was used for microscale
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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dynamic displacement measurements while a PCB Piezotronic
impact force sensor measured the impact force during impacts.
A high-speed microscope was used for in situ visualization and
characterization of the micro-scale deformation mechanisms.

TEM sample preparation

TEM samples were prepared by dispersing HCNT arrays in a 2%
sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) solution29 using tip sonication. A
drop of the HCNT suspension was transferred to a holey carbon
grid for the transmission electron microscopy.
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